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SSI RESTORATION ACT OF 2021, H.R. 3824. S. 2065

• The SSI Restoration Act of 2021, is the first effort to comprehensively update 
the financial aspects of the SSI program since its inception in 1972.  

• The main objective of the SSI program is to provide the basic financial 
support of needy aged, blind, or disabled individuals to meet their basic 
needs of food and shelter.

• Since its inception Congress has only allowed for COLA increases in basic 
monthly payments, increased resource levels in 1978, and increased work 
incentives use via the Ticket to Work and Work Incentives Improvement Act 
of 1999.

• SSI is truly the “forgotten” program.



Prior Efforts

• Earlier efforts to update the SSI program took place in the early 
2000s.  Each was introduced in Congress and met an untimely end 
due national financial crises; the Great Recession putting an end to 
the last effort.

• The current Act is the best poised effort of all.  The Act is positioned 
to “strike while the iron is hot” and ideally will be passed prior to the 
2022 mid term elections.



What’s in it?

• The Act would:

• Increase SSI cash benefits, at least, to 100% of the Federal Poverty Level (FPL).

• Current maximum SSI payment for a single individual is $794.  FPL is 
$1073.

• The Act will also peg this new maximum for annual adjustments that will 
keep pace with inflation.



What’s In It?

• The Act Would:

• Eliminate the In-kind Support and Maintenance rules.

• Thus allowing non-countable assistance to be provided by family and 
friends of the recipient.



What’s in it?

• The Act would;

• Increase the current resource limits to $10,000 for an individual and $20,000 
for a married couple.

• Increase the General Income Exclusion and the Earned Income Exclusion 
which haven’t been increased since 1972.

• Eliminate installment payments of large retroactive payments and allow for a 
longer resource exclusion period.



Other good stuff!

• The Work w/out Worry Act would allow recipients of Childhood 
Disability Benefits to work above SGA levels and not completely 
severe the CDB connection.  Upon reaching retirement age, the 
worker could then choose to receive retirement benefits from their 
own work record or the most recent amount of CDB paid.

• An Act to raise the age limit of ABLE eligibility to those who were 
disabled before age 46.

• Finally, NABWIS notified Congress of its support to eliminate any age 
restriction on the Student Earned Income Exclusion.



What’s even better?

• The Build Back Better Act is the one of the infrastructure bills be 
considered by Congress.

• The BBB Act could be a great “home” for the SSI Restoration Act of 
2021.

• NABWIS has encouraged Congress to formally attach the SSI 
Restoration Act to the BBB Act.



How to Make a Difference…

• Use www.congress.gov and locate your local Federal Representative 
and Senators.  

• The website allows for an easy way to make your positions known via 
a “contact us” button.

• A short note supporting the SSI Restoration Act of 2021 and the other 
changes will do the trick.  Copies of the NABWIS letter to Congress 
can also be made available in PDF format.

• You’d be surprised how few notes it takes for a Representative or a 
Senator to consider the input a “flood of support”.

http://www.congress.gov/
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